
CHAPTER 37

“Okay, we have the report. We just got mugged and seized the truck just like we planned.
We still have a signal from the tracker, and we know in real time where they are going."
Agent Bradley said to Maya, Rob and Sam
"But... is she okay?"
"Has there been an assault? With shots and all that??”
"Is anyone hurt? what happened??"
The three spoke at the same time, eager for news
“The situation is all under control, so please calm down. We have suffered 2 injuries who
have already received medical attention. As for her friend, it seems they have not harmed
her. They have limited themselves to hijacking the truck and will make a change of vehicle at
some agreed point "

And sure enough, the truck stopped, the doors opened, and two armed men in balaclavas
pointed their guns at Eva. Despite the balaclava, the kidnappers were perplexed by what
they were seeing… and with trembling voices they invited her to get out of the truck. Directly
in front of her was another truck, back to back, so that Eva barely saw the sunlight. Upon
making the change, the door slammed shut again and the new truck sped off, starting the
journey again.

Two hours later, Eva had the sensation of reaching her destination, because the truck
slowed down and began to make short maneuvers, a sign that it was heading towards some
unloading dock.

Within minutes, the door opened, and staff in full protective suits motioned for Eva to get out
on her own.
Eva, trying to play her role, was disoriented and fearful (this did not cost her too much, she
was really terrified). Frightened, she asked what had happened, because she had been
kidnapped, but no one said a single word. She began to rant all over her heads, even
insulting the staff, but it was when some armed workers invited her to relax that she calmed
down a bit.

The only thing someone told her was one of the unarmed workers who said:
"Please, madam, calm down and keeping silent, and this will be much easier for everyone"
Eva understood perfectly, and nodded her six heads.

Leaving the truck, she verified that she was in the storage area of   some industrial complex of
a certain level. There were several people, all in protective suits, some of whom were armed,
and looking at Eva expectantly. They made her get on a platform with wheels, where she
was able to sit her big body.

All the staff looked at her with a half-hallucinated expression. Even some with vicious eyes,
which really scared Eva. It was a fear she harbored, but she trusted that scientific interest
would prevail over certain primitive instincts. Even though she was working with people with
automatic weapons, the fear was still there.



She therefore gave thanks for going "half" dressed. Maya and Sam helped her put on
something slightly decent, although more than half of her sexual organs were exposed for
obvious reasons, the rest was at least half covered. In her torsos she could wear shirts,
skirts or sheets that covered her breasts and waist, her vaginas were half covered, as well
as most of her penises.

An operator began to push the motorized control of the platform that moved Eva along a
corridor. They left the storage area and entered a corridor with a strange code of lines,
numbers and colors, supposedly to identify the different stays.

"My God, this is huge" Eva thought after going through what seemed like more than a
kilometer of corridors. Finally they put her on a freight elevator, where the silence became
extremely uncomfortable. The operator who was driving the platform, seemed very nervous,
but he kept his composure trying to avoid looking back at Eva. As soon as they were down a
few levels, the door opened, and the platform led her back through other corridors. These
had a more aseptic appearance, some workers, also dressed in protective suits, entered and
left certain rooms.

They came to a room with two open doors, through which Eva fit perfectly. The room was full
of medical instruments, cabinets, operating room lights, computers... Eva didn't understand
almost anything of what she saw, but it looked like something out of a science fiction comic,
only it was completely real. A real evil research lab?? The staff inside, who seemed to be
working on setting up the room, came to a complete stop to stare at the newcomer. They
introduced the platform until leaving it in the center of the room and several operators took
the opportunity to take photos from all angles and every detail of Eva's body.

One of them approached Eva, and hesitating a bit about which head to talk to, he decided to
confront Middi.
"Hello Eva. I hope this moving hasn't caused you too many issues”
He seemed like the person in charge. Like everyone else, he wore full protective suits and
masks, which only showed half of her face.
"Issues?? I have been kidnapped! at gunpoint! Who are you?? what are you going to do to
me?"
Middi faced this person, while the other heads showed expressions of fear.
“Calm down, we don't want to hurt you. As you know, you has become a very important
asset for the future of humanity. The mutation you has undergone can give us many clues
about the pandemic we are experiencing, and it is our moral obligation to discover how it
works and try to control it.”
"Of course, to be able to profit from the solution, right...?" Said Virgin accusingly
"I'm sure you understand the world we live in, and that any project of this magnitude has
associated costs"
“And it was necessary to kidnap me? resort to armed thugs?”
“I know you don't have an overview of the situation right now. But right now, we are the only
laboratory capable of finding a solution to the pandemic. It is our moral obligation to find it,
and not leave the fate of all humanity in the hands of obsolete institutions. Our conviction in
this regard is firm, and we are willing to use the available means to carry out our objectives.
I'm sure that over time you will learn to see it that way."
"o... over time??" Eva said with a trembling voice



“As you know, we have made you come to our facilities because as the only one affected by
this mutation, you have vital genetic information for our research. And this investigation may
require an indefinite period of time. You, also, have contracted an obligation to humanity.
Together we must stop this pandemic. The bad thing is that these investigations take time.
But I guarantee that your comfort will be assured”

She paused slightly
“as long as your collaboration and predisposition are up to the circumstances”
Eva gulped at the six heads.
“no… you can't do this… you can't hold me against my will. It is illegal…."
Eva was beginning to despair
"It's a sacrifice I'm willing to make. As I have told you, the goal we pursue is above you and
me. I am sure that your help will be indispensable, and you will collaborate altruistically in
everything that is required of you. We will spare no expense so that your stay here is to your
complete satisfaction.
Unfortunately, I will not be able to guarantee this if certain collaboration is not received from
you. It's in your hand"

The man stared at Eva. His expression, although only his eyes were visible, showed that he
was willing to do anything to achieve his goals. Eva understood perfectly.
Saying that, the man turned around, and gave some instructions to his subordinates. From
the way they greeted him, Eva guessed that she had been talking to one of the bosses of
this entire complex.

Another operator approached her, and addressing one of Virgin's heads (surely because
they were the heads closest at her height), she told him:
"Very good Miss. We are going to proceed with a series of very simple exploratory tests. We
have to record all the changes suffered and, if possible, their description of them as they
have been suffered. We also need you to completely undress. If you can't do it alone, my
men can do it for you."

Eva looked around, checking that there were many people around, including some armed.
She knew that she had no choice.

"I.. I prefer to do it by myself, I have members to spare" She tried to say emboldened.
The man moved away from her and invited her to undress completely.
Little by little she was taking off the garments that she had improvised, leaving herself
completely naked. Surprised faces were all around. More photos were taken, and Eva was
explored in every corner.

They invited her to move to have better access to all the details of her body. Her tails, her
legs, her arms, even under her belly, between her udders, under her breasts… Everything
was photographed. She was asked countless questions about the details of her mutation,
how she worked, what she felt, the coordination she could develop, how the changes had
been, etc...



Two hours later, a different team of operators entered, with a cart full of syringes. Eva was
very scared when she saw them
“What are you going to do to me??”
"quiet. This is a first blood sample. We're just going to extract samples from you. We will
need blood from various parts of your body, as well as samples of urine, feces, flow, milk,
semen, etc… ”The operator seemed to have done this a thousand times, because of the
tone in which he was speaking, but Eva got scared. a little more
“Se.. semen samples?? and milk???”
"You have penises, don't you?"
"Yes... of course... that I have... but... you won't pretend that..."
"If you need help, I'm sure we can get the samples on our own, but I thought you were going
to collaborate. From my part, I prefer that taking samples be the most comfortable for you,
but you must understand that I need them yes or yes.”
She just wanted to execute the plan and be able to activate the signal device. Her magical
escape button, but if they didn't leave her alone they would find out and the whole plan
would go to hell.

“I… I can do it.” Eva said resignedly.
"Very well. I knew you would collaborate. But first we need to draw blood.”
Several operators began to explore again, writing down in their notebooks and deciding
among themselves which parts they were going to draw blood from.

The whole process took several hours, as they seemed undecided about the extraction
points. "Now we take samples on this arm, apply the reagent, check levels, take data...
Then we prick the leg, apply reagents, check levels, compare with the previous sample..."
Then in the tail and the same procedure.
Eva had the feeling that they were going to leave her dry. Three hours later she was even
beginning to feel hungry.

"Excuse me... but I'm starting to get hungry... and thirsty"
One of the operators nodded and made a phone call. Just 10 minutes later, 3 people entered
the laboratory, also wearing full suits, but pushing a large table with wheels with what
seemed like a great delicacy. Food of all kinds, soups, pasta, salads, meat, pizzas,
hamburgers, steaks, fruit, cakes, pastries, soft drinks, water, juices, different types of bread...
Of course everything looked exquisite, and even seemed freshly made. judging by the steam
rising from some of the dishes. Eva was amazed by the catering display.
“Tell me what I can offer you” One of her waiters said.

Eva began to eat, or rather to devour. She started out using all three of her heads, Middi,
Lefty, and Righty. When they were satiated she continued with the two Virgins, and finally
Penny gave all the desserts a good taste. Even Eva was surprised by practically clearing the
entire table. And she, also, had no feeling that she had been completely sated. It is clear that
her body requires a large food supply.


